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In this work [1], we report on the experimental realization of a quantum absorption refrigerator, one of
the standard examples of a heat machine, using the modes of trapped ytterbium ions (see Fig. 1). The
refrigerator is evolving under the trilinear Hamiltonian Ĥ = â†b̂ĉ + âb̂†ĉ† [2], where heat from the work mode
b is transferred to the hot mode a, cooling down the cold mode c in the process.
By implementing the refrigerator in the pulsed (or single-shot) regime, we experimentally cool down the

cold mode c faster and to a lower occupation compared to the steady-state regime (see Fig. 1). We show
theoretically [3] that this feature is enabled by quantum coherence, as an incoherent evolution of the quantum
refrigerator precludes the device from cooling further than the steady-state occupation. This is in agreement
with previous predictions for qubit-based refrigerators [4, 5] and highlights the role of quantum coherence in
improving the cooling efficiency of the quantum refrigerator. We also consider squeezed thermal states and
find that they are not a useful resource for cooling further in the single-shot regime, comparing them with
thermal states of the same average energy.

FIG. 1: a) Schematic of the linear rf-Paul trap with three trapped ions. The Raman beams (R1, R2, and R3) are
responsible for coupling the ions motional modes to the internal state during the motional state detection. b) Direction
of heat flow in the absorption refrigerator. The black arrows label the motional eigenmodes utilized as heat bodies.
c) Absorption refrigerator demonstration. The solid lines are numerical simulations of the state evolution using
experimental initial conditions. d) Demonstration of the single-shot advantage at an interaction time of τ ≈ 100 µs.
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